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QUESTION 1

An application developer creates a Composer project and then imports a TaskSpace Application From Repository into
the project. How must the environment be configured? 

A. The application developer must be part of the ts_designer role. 

B. The Composer project must reference the TCMReferenceProject. 

C. The Upgrade option on the project must be set to Create New Version of Matching Objects. 

D. The dmc_taskspace_app.type artifact must be included in the project. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Process Data Mapping activity that is configured to be performed on behalf of the Workflow Supervisor assigns a
value to an attribute of a package in a workflow. The activity fails to execute, and the resulting error implies the user has
insufficient permissions to execute the required action. 

According to EMC best practices, how should this issue be resolved? 

A. Update the permissions of the user who started the workflow to grant them Superuser privilege. 

B. Modify the Access Control List that has been applied to the package, granting the user who started the workflow
Write permit. 

C. Set the Performer of the activity to be another user who should have permission to update the package. 

D. Set the Performer of the activity to be the Repository Owner. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When a data source consists of two report entities, what kind of join does it represent? 

A. inner join 

B. left outer join 

C. outer join 

D. self join 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Refer to the exhibit. 

A new activity is added to an existing process, along with a decision split. However, in the new version of the process,
the activity Notify of Decision never appears in the user\\'s inbox regardless of whether finance approval is required. No
other changes were made to the process. What is the most likely cause of the issue? 

A. The transition definition was set incorrectly on the Finance Approval activity. 

B. The triggers were set incorrectly on the Notify of Decision activity. 

C. The triggers were set incorrectly on the Finance Approval activity. 

D. The transition definition was set incorrectly on the Finance Approval Required? activity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What needs to be configured in PRS to design a report that displays multiple rows of data as a single summarized
result? 

A. report categories 

B. report aggregation 

C. computed columns 

D. entity filters 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

When an automatic activity with a custom workflow method fails, which action does the system perform? 
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A. invokes the previous activity 

B. sends a notification to the performer of the next manual activity 

C. sends a notification to the performer of the previous manual activity 

D. sends the task to the inbox of the method performer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

The following query creates a custom aggregation object for BAM: create bam_custom_aggr object set object_name
=\\'AggrCustomHH\\', set 

table_script = \\'CREATE TABLE CALLS_BY_REGION( LOCATION VARCHAR2(256), START_JAVATIME NUMBER, 

START_DATETIME TIMESTAMP, END_DATETIME TIMESTAMP, ORDER_COUNT NUMBER(38))\\', setfile
\\'c:\data.txt\\' with 

content_format=\\'text\\'go What does the data.txt file contain? 

A. a list of aggregation jobs to be run by the BAM server 

B. a query that populates the CALLS_BY_REGION table 

C. a query that creates the CALLS_BY_REGION table 

D. a list of valid time intervals for the custom aggregation object 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In an xCP application, every queue processor is given one of two skills. A document review process has a package that
has an attribute required_skill that is always set to one of those skills. 

What is the EMC best practice to ensure queue processors only receive tasks that match their skill? 

A. Create an ACL for each skill and add the appropriate users to each, then use a Process Data Mapper activity to map
required_skill to the acl_name of the workitem. 

B. Create the skills on the queue\\'s work queue policy, and then use an activity template to map required_skill to the
queue assigned as the next activity\\'s performer. 

C. Assign the queue as the performer of the manual activity, then use the data mapper tool to associate required_skill to
the skill on the activity. 

D. Assign the queue as the performer of the manual activity and create an alias set for each skill, then store
required_skill as the workflow alias and use the data mapper tool to assign the skill to the activity. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

Which process data attributes can be used when building transition conditions for an activity within a process? 

A. attachment 

B. registered table 

C. package 

D. task form 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A BAM alert can be configured to automatically invoke a process when the alert encounters an exception. 

How is the target process specified in PRS? 

A. Embed the process name in the alert expression. 

B. Select the Target Process entity field. 

C. Enter the process name in the Process Parameters field. 

D. Include the process name in a filter expression. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given a class called MyAdaptor that implements IAdaptor or extends an existing class that implements IAdaptor, which
code snippet represents the correct way to load resources and prepare the class for operation when using the IAdaptor
interface? 

A. public class MyAdaptor extends datasource.prop.PropertiesData-SourceAdaptor public MyAdaptor() { // Initialization
code goes here }} 

B. public class MyAdaptor extends ItemValidator implements IStringValidator { public void init(IAdaptorConfiguration
adaptor) throws AdaptorException { // Initialization code goes here } } 

C. public class MyAdaptor extends datasource.prop.PropertiesData-SourceAdaptor public
MyAdaptor(IAdaptorConfiguration iAdaptorConfiguration) { // Initialization code goes here }} 

D. public class MyAdaptor extends ItemValidator implements IStringValidator { public void
prepareAdaptor(IAdaptorConfiguration adaptor) throws AdaptorException { // Initialization code goes here } } 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

A case management application has been implemented on xCP using a network of processes. Because the application
involves many ad hoc activities, there is no end-to-end process that runs for the life of the case. 

There is a requirement to display the lifecycle of a case (including where it is in that lifecycle) in a dashboard. 

What is the EMC recommended best practice to create that dashboard? 

A. Create a dashboard that contains dashlets with Process Diagrams for every process that runs on a case. 

B. Create a separate case monitoring process that shows each major step in the case\\'s lifecycle, signal that process
from the other processes, and put a Process Diagram for the monitoring process on a dashboard. 

C. Create a custom object type that represents the status of the case and modify that object in each major step in the
case\\'s lifecycle, then create a report that displays the value for the object. 

D. Create a lifecycle on the case folder, promote that lifecycle in each major step in the case\\'slifecycle, and use a
lifecycle monitoring report on a dashboard for the case. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

According to EMC best practices, how should BAM reports that return thousands of records be designed to improve
reporting performance? 

A. Use table charts only. 

B. Avoid using activity entities. 

C. Limit drill-downs to one level. 

D. Include no more than 5 report entities. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the exhibit. 
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Which xPath expressions can create the following calculations in the table? 

1.

 Calculate the Cost column as the product of the Quantity and the Price for the current row 

2.

 Populate the Total field as the sum of all Cost rows in the table 

A. Cost column: /xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_listing/quantity*/xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_li sting/price
Totalfield:sum(/xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_listing/cost) 

B. Cost column: /xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_listing/quantity*/xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_li sting/price
Total field:sum(//item_listing/cost) 

C. Cost column: ../quantity*../price Total field:sum(/xcp_cert_test_1/product_order/item_listing/cost) 

D. Cost column: ../quantity*../price Total field:sum(//item_listing/cost) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

When configuring an Import Dialog Box in TaskSpace, what type of Forms Builder template can the developer use when
creating the metadata template? 

A. electronic form, document view, and folder information 

B. electronic form only 

C. electronic form or document view 

D. document view only 
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Correct Answer: C 
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